Preparing a Video Case
VideoReView

Once you have studied your video and identiﬁed students’ ideas and reasoning
(NOTICE and ANALYZE), move on to REVIEW. Here you will build a Video Case based
on an event in the video. Building a Case provides opportunity to study — in detail — a small
part or interchange in the discussion. Is there a part of students’ understanding that is fragile or
puzzling? The case provides opportunity to look speciﬁcally for where students may need to
strengthen or clarify their understanding.
Discuss your Case with colleagues during a Video Club meeting to gain greater insight into
your students’ ideas. Or, use your Case for formative assessment of students’ learning.

A well-designed case includes:
The context:
a. the learning goal(s)
b. the investigation question
c. a description of the investigation or learning activity

An organizing question(s) to help you (and your colleagues) examine
your students’ thinking related to the learning goals.

One or two relevant video clip(s) (about 1-2 minutes long) that show clearly
the students’ thinking related to your organizing question(s).

The next page shows an example that may help you build your case.
It was prepared by other teachers participating in the VideoReView program.

Preparing a Video Case
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Dissolving Salt
The context: The teacher describes the learning goals, investigation questions, and the
investigation/activity that students did prior to their discussion.

The organizing case question(s) and relevant video clip(s): The teacher poses
two questions for discussion.The ﬁrst focuses on students’ ideas about what happens when something
(in this case salt) dissolves in water. The second focuses on the reasoning behind their ideas.
Two video clips provide evidence of students’ ideas and reasoning.
m Case: Grade 5 Investigation 5. Dissolving Salt
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